Abstract

**Background:** Hypothermia is a major factor in neonatal morbidity and mortality in developing countries. High prevalence of hypothermia has been reported widely even from warmer tropical countries. In spite of the World Health Organization's recommendation of maintenance of warm chain in newborn care, hypothermia continues to be a common neonatal condition which has remained under-recognized, under-documented, and poorly-managed.

**Objective:** This review aims at providing the incidence of and risk factors for neonatal hypothermia as well as provides a pathophysiological overview and management options for neonates with the condition in sub-Saharan Africa.

**Materials and Methods:** All available published literature on neonatal hypothermia was searched electronically and manually. The principal electronic reference libraries and sites searched were PubMed, Embase, Ajol, Cochrane Reference Libraries and Google Scholar. The search terms used included ‘neonatal hypothermia,’ ‘Cold stress in newborn’ ‘thermal care of the newborn,’ ‘neonatal thermogenesis,’ ‘neonatal cold injury,’ among others. Pertinent books and monographs were accessed. Data in formats inaccessible to the reviewer were excluded.

**Result and Conclusion:** Neonatal hypothermia is a major condition of public health importance in countries of sub-Saharan Africa. Awareness of the burden of the disease is still low in some communities. Risk factors for neonatal hypothermia in the region include poverty, home delivery, low birthweight, early bathing of babies, delayed initiation of breastfeeding and inadequate knowledge among health workers. Low-tech facilities to prevent heat losses and provide warmth are available in sub-Saharan Africa and are thus recommended as well as continuous efforts at sensitizing caregivers on the thermal needs of newborns.
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**Introduction**

Over 1.1 million neonatal deaths, comprising 28% of the global burden, occur in sub-Saharan Africa with Nigeria, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Tanzania contributing 6%, 4%, 3%, and 2% of the global burden of neonatal deaths, respectively.[1] Hypothermia plays a significant role in some of these deaths.[2,3] The recognition of the thermal needs of newborns and the interplay between warm and humid environment and the survival of low birthweight babies led to the development of incubators in the 1900s.[4] Aside this, the World Health Organization (WHO) has set up guidelines in response to the increasing challenges in the management of newborns at risk of hypothermia.[5] In spite of these developments, neonatal hypothermia has remained a challenge to newborn survival in developing countries. Although the exact incidence of the condition is unknown, it is estimated that 17 million newborns develop hypothermia annually in developing countries[6] and in some parts of the sub-Saharan Africa, incidence of 60% to 85% have been documented.[2,7] The high incidence of neonatal hypothermia may not be unrelated to the persistence of harmful traditional
practices like sprinkling of cold water on babies at birth, early bathing of newborns, delayed initiation of breastfeeding, among others and under-recognition of the disease by healthcare providers. Neonatal hypothermia is associated with high morbidity and mortality. A study from Tanzania has demonstrated a nearly four-fold increase in mortality in neonates with hypothermia. Therefore this review is aimed at enlightening healthcare givers of the thermal needs of newborn so as to ensure timely prevention, recognition, and intervention. Knowledge of pathophysiological changes induced by hypothermia is useful in providing anticipatory care for at-risk babies.

Pathophysiology of neonatal hypothermia

Fetal-to-neonatal thermoregulatory transition. During fetal life, maternal thermogenesis maintains the fetal temperature. In addition to this, the fetus also generates heat as a by-product of cellular respiration at a fairly constant rate of 33 to 47 calories/kg/min, thus accounting for fetal-maternal temperature difference of 0.45°C to 0.5°C. Brown fat thermogenesis does not occur in utero. Placental factors identified to be prostaglandin E2 and probably adenosine are inhibitors of thermogenesis in utero. Effective thermogenesis after birth requires the combination of separation from the placental inhibitors of lipolysis, increased oxygenation from breathing and the stimulation of cutaneous cold receptors. Unlike the older children and adults that have well developed thermogenic mechanisms, the response of the newborn to cold stress is not adequately effective. In addition, preterm infants have unstable vasomotor responses and do not vasoconstrict adequately to slow down heat losses. These thermogenic inadequacies occur on the background of high body surface area/body weight ratio, relatively larger head and thinner layer of skin and subcutaneous fat. As a result of these differences in physical characteristics, heat loss in the newborn is about four times that of the adult per unit body weight.

Four mechanisms known to be involved in the heat loss process include conduction, convection, evaporation and radiation. Transfer of radiant energy by radiation from the body surface through emission of infrared electromagnetic waves to surrounding cooler solid surfaces in close proximity but not in direct contact with the body may be the most important route of heat transfer in infants older than 28 weeks gestational age while evaporative loss forms the major route of heat loss in the extremely low birthweight infants due to the high rate of transepidermal vaporization through the non-keratinised epidermis. Vaporization of moisture from the skin and respiratory tract may occur at the rate of 19.1 calories/kg/min especially in areas with low relative humidity. Heat loss by convection occurs to cooler surrounding air and it is dependent on the speed and temperature of air current around the infant while conductive losses occur through heat transfer to a colder surface in direct contact with the body such as the beddings.

Heat production in the newborn is predominantly achieved by the nonshivering thermogenesis, which is initiated when skin temperature falls to 36°C. Although behavioral changes such as adoption of a tightly flexed posture, shivering or moving towards warmer areas may be observed in some term infants, it does not contribute significantly to heat generation in cold babies. Nonshivering thermogenesis primarily occurs in brown fat, a highly specialized tissue laid down at about 26-28 weeks of gestation principally around the scapular region, nape of neck and around the neck muscles, extending under the clavicles into the axilla. It is also found in the mediastinum around the trachea, oesophagus, heart, and lungs. Some proportions of the brown fat are situated around large blood vessels of the neck and thorax, intercostals, and mammary arteries and abdominal aorta, resulting in rapid heat transfer to the circulation.

Brown fat has rich capillary network, numerous mitochondria with respiratory chain enzymes and densely innervated by sympathetic nerve fibers. Cold stress stimulates the sympathetic nerve endings to release norepinephrine which subsequently bind to B3 and 3 adrenergic receptors on the fat cells and triggers an increase in adenosine 3′, 5′-cyclic phosphate through the action of adenylate cyclase. The intracellular signal is transmitted via cAMP and protein kinase A, leading to the release from triglycerides as well as the activity of the citric acid cycle lead to the formation of the reduced electron carriers which are then oxidized by the electron transport chain. This results in a pumping out of protons from the mitochondria and the formation of a proton-motive force that drives the protons back into the mitochondrial matrix through the uncoupling action of a 32-kDa protein called uncoupling protein thermogenin. The energy stored in the proton-motive force is then released as heat. About 2.5 calories are liberated per gram of brown fat.

Soon after birth, precipitous drop in body temperature occurs, especially in the absence of appropriate preventive measures. Some environmental and neonatal factors account for heat loss observed in newborn babies: the average delivery room temperature is considerably lower than that of the amniotic fluid by at least 10°C. The infant is wet and his body surface area is large. Relative to body weight, the body surface area of a newborn is approximately three times that of an adult. Heat loss depends on surface area. Thus heat loss in newborns is approximately four times that of adult. The preterm babies are particularly prone to heat loss because of low subcutaneous fat, lack of stratum corneum layer of the skin and inadequate development of the autonomic anatomic and chemical pathways. Although the term newborn is able to increase heat generation up to twice the intrauterine rate in response to the cold stimulus of his new environment, the increase...
is insufficient to prevent a fall in body temperature especially on the first day of life.\textsuperscript{[23]} The rate of heat loss may be as high as 100-200 calories/kg/min\textsuperscript{[16,18]} with a corresponding drop in body temperature at a rate of 0.2 to 1.0 °C per minute.\textsuperscript{[11]} When heat loss proceeds in excess of heat production, the body temperature drops below the normal range of 36.5 ° to 37.5 °C\textsuperscript{[15,17]} and hypothermia with its attendant consequences results.

Heat loss is observed even in newborns in relatively hot countries of sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{[10,24,25]} Changes in core temperatures were observed within five minutes of delivery in some newborns in the relatively hot and humid part of southern Nigeria.\textsuperscript{[24]} Therefore heightened vigilance is strongly recommended.

Pathophysiological effects of neonatal hypothermia

There is paucity of data on the pathophysiological changes in newborns. Observations made in newborns undergoing therapeutic hypothermia\textsuperscript{[26-30]} have generated some useful information. This, coupled with results of animal studies\textsuperscript{[31,32]} and observations in adult,\textsuperscript{[33-36]} have provided valuable insight on the pathophysiological effects of neonatal hypothermia, knowledge of which is required for optimum management of the condition.

The initial reaction of the baby to cold stimulus is heat conservation via peripheral vasoconstriction followed by heat generation,\textsuperscript{[35,37]} both mediated by sympathetic activities. The sympathetic drive, in addition to inducing lipolysis, accelerates the heart and increases the stroke volume and, hence, the cardiac output and blood pressure. These homeostatic mechanisms result in increased heat generation and distribution. However, as the hypothermic process continues, these initial responses begin to decline at a rate directly proportional to the degree of hypothermia.\textsuperscript{[35]}

Contrary to a belief that cold stress is needed at birth to initiate or stimulate breathing,\textsuperscript{[9]} there is no evidence that hypothermia has any beneficial effect in the initiation and maintenance of spontaneous regular respiration at birth.\textsuperscript{[9]} On the other hand, there is abundant evidence that hypothermia is harmful. Prolonged hypothermia is linked with impaired growth, vulnerability to infection and higher mortality.\textsuperscript{[5,38]} Hypothermia affects virtually all systems, although the degree of affectation varies from system to system.

Changes in metabolism

At the onset of hypothermia, metabolic rate increases with oxygen consumption rate rising from 4-6 ml/kg/min at normothermia\textsuperscript{[23,39-42]} to as high as 15 ml/kg/min under hypothermic conditions.\textsuperscript{[19]} However, with prolongation and progression of hypothermia, oxygen consumption and hence total body metabolism may decrease at a rate of about 6% per degree Celsius fall in body temperature. Wasting of the body’s stores of carbohydrate, protein and fat may occur due to the effect of cortisol, catecholamine and other stress hormones released.\textsuperscript{[15,29]} In a series of 53 vigorous newborns in Benin City, Nigeria, Omene et al.\textsuperscript{[24]} observed an inverse relationship between heat lost and serum glucose level, suggesting a tendency to hypoglycaemia in hypothermic newborns.

Changes in serum electrolytes

Hypothermia may presents with unpredictable fluctuations in serum electrolytes.\textsuperscript{[43]} Experimental and clinical studies\textsuperscript{[26,27,31,44]} have shown few cases of hypokalaemia in moderate hypothermia. Hypokalaemia is thought to be due to intracellular shift of potassium, but with severe hypothermia, cellular loss of potassium may eventually occur, resulting in severe hypokalaemia, with values as low as 2.8 mmol/1\textsuperscript{[27]} being reported. Hypokalaemia may contribute to the development of arrhythmia and thus warrants monitoring during therapeutic hypothermia. Although hypomagnesaemia and hypophosphataemia have been reported in therapeutic hypothermia,\textsuperscript{[43]} serum sodium concentration remains within normal limits despite these conditions.\textsuperscript{[44]} Further studies are, however, needed to evaluate the effect of hypothermia on serum anion and cation concentrations.

Changes in the respiratory system

Aside from the initial increase in spontaneous respiration, hypothermia depresses respiration at a rate directly proportional to its degree.\textsuperscript{[36]} In addition, publications by Ceruti\textsuperscript{[42]} and McCormick et al.\textsuperscript{[32]} revealed a blunting out of the initial ventilatory response to hypoxia in hypothermic newborn infants and piglets. Kiley et al’s study\textsuperscript{[36]} in cats showed that cooling of the brain to 30.5 °C resulted in a large decrease in respiratory frequency with prolongation of both inspiratory and expiratory times. The reduction in ventilation may be due to a reduction in metabolism,\textsuperscript{[46]} a direct effect of cold on the respiratory centre,\textsuperscript{[40]} and inhibition of the release of central excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters such as glutamate in the nucleus solitaries.\textsuperscript{[12,36,47]}

Effect on blood gases

Oxygen saturation is generally normal in hypothermia,\textsuperscript{[28]} although, one of the patients in the study of Thoresen and Whitelaw\textsuperscript{[28]} had a period of marked desaturation when the rectal temperature dropped below 33 °C. Hypothermia, however, increases the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen but the concomitant decrease in oxygen requirement in moderate and severe hypothermia makes this event clinically unimportant. Transcutaneous pulse oximetry has been shown to remain accurate in babies with hypothermia,\textsuperscript{[48]} thus making the assessment of oxygen saturation less cumbersome. Hypothermia decreases arterial pCO\textsubscript{2} and increases blood pH.\textsuperscript{[49]} This is relevant, because low PaCO\textsubscript{2} induces cerebral vasoconstriction and, hence,
Changes in cardiovascular system
At the outset of hypothermia, a powerful sympathetic drive is swung into action causing a transient increase in the heart rate, cardiac output and mean arterial pressure. However, with progression of the hypothermic episode, a linear fall in cardiac output at the rate of 7% per degree Celsius fall in core temperature may be observed. Bradycardia may occur due to decreased depolarization of cardiac pacemaker cells, and its usually refractory to sympathomimetic drugs such as atropine. Electrocardiographic (ECG) studies of hypothermic infants revealed decreased sinus rate, prolongation of PR interval, widening of QRS complex, prolongation of Q-T interval and elevation of ST segment at temperatures below 33°C. In the series of Gunn et al., ECG performed in infants with bradycardia showed markedly prolonged QT interval but no arrhythmia was observed. Although such prolonged QT interval in the absence of ventricular arrhythmia may be safe, close monitoring is clearly essential and drugs that lengthen the QT interval should be avoided. Significant arrhythmia has only been reported in newborns when temperature is below 32°C, suggesting that arrhythmia is uncommon in neonates. On the contrary, some authors have observed frequent occurrence of atrial fibrillations even at temperature as high as 35°C in adults. The appearance of J-wave of Osborn in ECG tracing is considered by some authors as a warning sign of the possible onset of ventricular fibrillation. Although J waves have not been described in neonatal studies, the importance of ECG monitoring in the management of neonatal hypothermia is thus highlighted.

Effects on the kidneys
The effects of hypothermia on neonatal renal functions are not known with certainty. A study on newborn rabbits subjected to hypothermia indicated a 30% decrease in renal perfusion and a 20% decrease in glomerular filtration and urine flow rates when the temperatures was lowered by 2°C. Further studies are required to establish the effects of hypothermia on neonatal kidney. Adult studies indicate that cold diuresis occurs with mild hypothermia as a result of increased sympathetic activity and decreased sodium and water resorption. These observations have not been documented in neonatal population.

Changes in the gastrointestinal tract
Blood flow to the intestines is reduced secondary to hypothermia-mediated decrease in cardiac output. This may account for the decrease in intestinal motility and subsequently, the dilatation of stomach and intestines, and abdominal distension observed at temperatures below 34°C in some infants and adult patients. This highlights the need for caution in enteral feeding of babies with hypothermia, as the risk of developing necrotizing enterocolitis is further increased by the condition. In the study of Yu et al., hypothermia was the only adverse factor that was more frequently present in patients with necrotizing enterocolitis. There is, however, a recent publication indicating that hypothermia may be protective against necrotizing enterocolitis in preterm infants probably by decreasing oxidative stress and prevention of neutrophil infiltration of the intestine. Further studies are therefore required on the definite effect of cold stress on the gastrointestinal tract.

Changes in the blood
Severe hypothermia in adults causes a significant increase in blood viscosity and packed cell volume that are reversible with normothermia. In general, hematocrit level tends to increase by 2% for each 1°C drop in core temperature. In the newborn population, Mann and Elliott reported a hypothermic newborn with hematocrit of 73%. Elevation of hematocrit is thought to be secondary to sequestration of plasma in the capillaries. Unlike hematocrit, the platelet count tends to fall with hypothermia. Several newborn studies have shown lower platelet count and prolonged prothrombin times in cooled infants. Four of the 16 asphyxiated infants studied by Azzopardi et al. had abnormal coagulation that required treatment with fresh frozen plasma. The severity of coagulation defects in these patients may be related to the combined effect of asphyxia and hypothermia and as such it may be difficult to implicate hypothermia as the sole cause of coagulation failure in this series.

The causes of coagulation defects in hypothermia are multifactorial and included thrombocytopenia (from sequestration of platelets in the reticuloendothelial system and probably in the intestine), thrombocytopenia and consumption coagulopathy, Kaplan and Eidelman reported platelet levels of less than 50 000/mm³ in about 50% of babies with severe hypothermia. Coagulopathies may also result from failure of enzymatic reactions of the clotting cascade caused by the decreased core temperature. Cold-mediated stagnation of blood, disintegration of red blood cells and platelets with consequent release of thromboplastin are among the factors thought to be the initiator of coagulation defects in hypothermia. White blood cell dysfunction resulting from decreased neutrophil chemotactic activity, impaired phagocytosis, and delayed cytokine release are among the reasons for the increased susceptibility of hypothermic individuals to bacterial infections.

Changes in the nervous system
Hypothermia decreases cerebral blood flow and hence cerebral metabolic rate which tends to decrease at the rate of 6%-7% per degree Celsius fall in temperature in some adult studies. The combined effect of decreased
Neonatal hypothermia has also been reported from South African sub-region but unlike the high prevalence in West Africa, the incidence reported from Zambia and Zimbabwe ranged between 44% and 51.5%. In a more recent publication from Johannesburg, South Africa, 3% of the 474 very low birthweight infants studied were hypothermic in spite of meticulous neonatal care, of which 61.5% died. In another study from Johannesburg metropolitan region, the prevalence of hypothermia was 21% among 96 newborns involved in inter-facility transport. Although these studies were not primarily on neonatal hypothermia, the figures from Johannesburg, South Africa further highlighted the ubiquitous nature of neonatal hypothermia.

In the East African axis, report from Kenyatta National Hospital, Nairobi, Kenya, revealed a neonatal hypothermia prevalence of 27.2% among 533 low birthweight babies on admission. In another study from Tanzania, Manji and Kisenge reported an incidence of 22.4% among 1632 newborns on admission. Unlike the low prevalence in Tanzania, the report of Byaruhanga et al. from Uganda showed that 83% of 300 newborns on admission developed a rectal temperature of less than 36°C at 1 hour of delivery. Furthermore, recent study from the horn of Africa (Eritrea) heightened the contribution of hypothermia to neonatal morbidity and mortality among newborns with pneumonia. Although data on neonatal hypothermia is lacking in the Central African zone, it is unlikely to have newborn population devoid of hypothermia. Even in areas with low prevalence, under-reporting plays at least a minor role, thus there is need to awaken vigilance among health workers on this seemingly forgotten disease of newborns.

The high burden of neonatal hypothermia in sub-Saharan African is an issue of public health importance because the factors predisposing newborns to the condition are prevalent in the region and are largely preventable, even though, the facilities for prevention and treatment of neonatal hypothermia remain scarce and concentrated in secondary and tertiary institutions. Efforts at educating the community on the available low-tech preventive measures and early detection and referral will certainly provide, at least, a noticeable reduction in the incidence of hypothermia in newborns.

Risk factors for neonatal hypothermia in sub-Saharan Africa

A combination of environmental factors, cultural practices, and socioeconomic conditions compound the already existing risk of hypothermia in newborns consequent upon their physiologic make-up.

The average temperature of delivery room is at least 10°C lower than the temperature of the amniotic fluid. In some countries like Zambia, Ghana and Nigeria, babies are placed on the delivery surface uncovered while awaiting...
delivery of the placenta\cite{8,25,79} thereby accelerating the heat loss processes. In addition, early bathing of babies is a common cultural practice in some countries of sub-Saharan Africa\cite{8,9,25,79}. The study of Bergstrom et al.\cite{8} have clearly shown that bathing a newborn soonest after birth contribute significantly to the development of hypothermia even if warm water was used for the bathing. Early bathing increases the risk of hypothermia by nearly 4-fold\cite{8}. The risk may be higher in rural Ghana\cite{25} where the first birth is usually done with cold water. Apart from total body exposure required during bathing, the removal of vernix caseosa increases the rate of heat loss in babies\cite{25,82}, thus delaying the bathing process for at least 6 hours is recommended\cite{8}.

The erroneous belief that colostrum is harmful in some rural communities of Nigeria\cite{77} underlies the practice of delayed initiation of breast feeding and thus contributing to the risk of hypothermia. In a study\cite{78} by Ogunlesi et al., 79.2% of hypothermic infants did not have timely initiation of breastfeeding and the association between lack of breastfeeding and development of hypothermia was shown to be significant ($P = 0.028$). Thermal supply from specific dynamic action of food (SDA) as well as heat exchange between newborn and mother and the supply of fuel (fat) essential for heat production\cite{83} that early breastfeeding allows is lost in babies denied timely initiation of breastfeeding thus explaining the propensity to hypothermia in newborns that were not breast fed early\cite{76}. It is a common knowledge that skin-to-skin contact, that breastfeeding allows, is at least as effective as incubator in the thermal care of newborns\cite{82,83}.

Poverty plays a pivotal role in the high prevalence of home deliveries (only 41% deliveries are attended by skilled birth attendants in sub-Saharan Africa\cite{17}). Home delivery contributes to the high incidence of neonatal hypothermia in sub-Saharan Africa. The average ambient temperature within sub-Saharan Africa is 20 to 30°C, yet with wide diurnal and seasonal variations. Thus for deliveries at home where heating facilities are non-existent, the low ambient temperatures will rapidly overwhelm the newborn capacity to generate heat\cite{17}. In Nigeria the introduction of out-of-pocket payment for health services resulted in increased rate of home deliveries and neonatal hypothermia among infants that required post-delivery transport to hospital\cite{78}. The length of time required to transport a newborn to the nearest health facility has been demonstrated to have a positive correlation with the risk of dying from hypothermia\cite{84}. Therefore efforts at increasing in utero transport in sub-Saharan Africa must include economic empowerment.

It is worrisome that some health workers in certain countries of sub-Saharan Africa\cite{85} were among the healthcare providers with limited knowledge on the presentation of neonatal hypothermia, thus they might have contributed to the incidence and outcome of hypothermia in the region by delaying to institute appropriate treatment and preventive measures. This further reinforce the belief that hypothermia in newborns is due to a lack of knowledge or practice and not a lack of equipment\cite{86}. It is therefore pertinent to heightened awareness of the condition among healthcare givers.

The high low-birthweight rate in sub-Saharan Africa itself contributes to the burden of neonatal hypothermia in the region. Although 65% of deliveries in the region are not weighed\cite{87}, low birthweight rate stands at 14% with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Prevalence of hypothermia in some countries of sub-Saharan Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country of study</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria (Sagamu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal (Dakar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau (Bissau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia (Lusaka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe (Harare)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa (Johannesburg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya (Nairobi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania (Dar-es-Salaam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda (Nsambya)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
South and West African regions having figures higher than the regional average. The thermal challenge in low birthweight babies is higher than in the term normal birthweight infants. Estimates hold that the risk of hypothermia is increased by 31.3% for every 100 grams below 2000 grams and by 7.4% for every 100 grams below 3000 grams birthweight. In a similar vein, a study from Tanzania have shown that low birthweight infants have 11 times risk of hypothermia compared with normal weight babies while that of Ogunlesi et al. equally identified low birth weight as a major risk factor for neonatal hypothermia in Nigeria (P < 0.0001). Thus communities with higher low birthweight rates will have more cases of neonatal hypothermia unless strict adherence to the WHO warm chain is observed.

Other highly prevalent host factors that might have contributed to the burden of hypothermia in sub-Saharan Africa include perinatal asphyxia, neonatal hypoglycaemia and neonatal infections. Unlike the small-for-gestational age and preterm babies that do not have adequate store of brown fat for thermogenesis, the hypoglycaemic and asphyxiated babies do not have the necessary fuel to generate the brown fat oxidation.

**Management of neonatal hypothermia**

The management of neonatal hypothermia is anchored on a 4-pronged principle: early recognition, prevention of further heat loss, restoration of normothermia and avoidance of further complications. In order to enhance early recognition, hourly temperature measurement has been recommended for babies that are particularly prone to hypothermia, while in community setting, merely touching the extremities may provide a clue to the thermal state of the baby. Further heat loss must be prevented by removing wet clothes and drying up the baby. Merely drying the infant reduces heat loss during the first 30 minutes of life by 19.1 calories/kg/min. The use of plastic bags, plastic caps and stockinet have been recommended as a barrier to heat loss in low birthweight infants. A recent Cochrane review of these synthetic external insulators shows that the plastic materials significantly lower the rate of hypothermia among early preterm babies. These plastic bags and sheets are locally available at low cost and should be used promptly, while use of external heat source such as radiant warmer, light-bulb heated cot, transwarmer mattress and hot water bottles, though effective in maintaining normothermia, requires a steady power source and thus may constitute a challenge in places with erratic power supply. This further emphasises the need to ensure proper adherence to the WHO warm chain. The warm chain, which consist of 10 interrelated procedures, is a low-tech highly effective means of ensuring adequate thermal care at birth and thereafter and comprises of warm delivery room, immediate drying, skin-to-skin contact, breastfeeding, bathing and weighing postponed, appropriate clothing/bedding, rooming mother and baby together, warm transportation, warm resuscitation, and training and awareness raising.

Although it may not be uncommon to find various versions of the warm chain in the existing traditional and orthodox birth practices, frantic effort should be made to standardize what obtains in the various settlements of sub-Saharan Africa. For instance, in Nigeria, heating of the birth place before delivery is not practiced but in 82.3% of deliveries in some localities heating of the room was commenced soon after delivery, signifying that these communities have some knowledge of the thermal needs of newborns. In the report from rural Ghana, a significant proportion of newborns delivered at home had adequate but delayed drying and wrapping. Thus a little campaign will improve their newborn care practices. Early bathing of babies which has remained prevalent in the region should be aggressively discouraged to bring down the statistics from 93-98.2% currently observed in west African subregion.

In cases of mild hypothermia (36.0-36.4°C), passive rewarming can be achieved by Kangaroo Mother Care or by use of warm clothing in a warm room. With successful rewarming the temperature should appreciate to normalcy within 2 hours of commencing the procedure unless there are underlying pathologies. The moderately hypothermic infants (32.0-35.9°C) will require slow active external rewarming aimed at raising the temperature at the rate of 0.5 to 1.0°C per hour. Slow rewarming is preferred to rapid rewarming in moderate hypothermia, as the later may lead to increased oxygen consumption and apnea even though the process of slow rewarming may entail a risk of prolonging the hypothermia and its physiologic consequences.

The severely hypothermic baby (temperature below 32°C) will require resuscitation before or concurrently with rewarming. Unlike newborns with moderate hypothermia, severely hypothermic babies fare better with fast rewarming. Studies showed that slow rewarming over several days carries higher mortality when compared with fast rewarming for few hours.

Neonates with core temperatures above 30°C may be rewarmed successfully with active external measures alone. However, those with core temperatures below 30°C require a combination of internal and external rewarming, as external rewarming alone may worsen an already precarious clinical situation. External rewarming can create a vasodilated vascular bed with metabolic needs that cannot be met by a cold, poorly functioning heart. In addition, dilatation of the peripheral vascular bed may induce hypotension. Finally, influx of cold fluid and acid metabolites released from the deep vascular beds into the heart may further depress the myocardium. There is also the risk of localized burns at the
site of external rewarming, since the poor circulation may not be able to dissipate the heat emitted by external warming sources effectively.

Less aggressive internal warming techniques such as use of heated, humidified oxygen (maintained at 36.2 to 43°C) by face or via endotracheal tube provides heat in the range of 17-30 kcal per hour and a corresponding temperature rise of 0.3-1.2°C per hour, while more aggressive methods such as use of intravenous solutions heated to 37-65°C could provide heat at levels as high as 100 kilocalories per hour or an equivalent temperature rise of 6.1°C per hour. Although internal rewarming provides rapid correction of hypothermia, the logistic involved may render the practice unattractive in resource-constrained communities. Thus emphasis is placed on prevention of hypothermia through implementation of WHO warm chain in sub-Saharan Africa.

The choice of method of rewarming depends on the duration and degree of hypothermia, availability of facilities and time involved in mobilizing them, and specific contraindication to the use of the procedure. In community setting where the modern facilities for thermal care are not available, use of warm blanket and transparent plastic sheets as well as feeding bottles filled with warm water and hot stones may be used to warm the cot and hence the baby. Oil massage, a common practice in sub-Saharan Africa, could also offer thermal protection. In Nigeria, over 60% of newborns received oil massage soon after delivery. Topical application of safe, non-toxic emollients such as petrolatum, olive, palm kernel and sunflower oil have been shown to reduce transepidermal water and heat losses and their use should be promoted but frequent and prolonged exposure during massage should be avoided as this could result in cold stress. In the direst of circumstances, hair dryer and heat lamps may be utilized but great caution must be excised because of the risk of burns.

Conclusion

Neonatal hypothermia remains a major problem in neonatal practice in sub-Saharan Africa. Awareness of the morbidity and mortality associated with the condition will help in the management. Therefore concerted efforts at sensitizing care givers are mandatory in achieving significant reduction in the consequences of neonatal hypothermia. Use of low-tech measures like warm room, Kangaroo care, hot water bottles and hot stones may be life saving in low income setting.
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